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Half Brexit, half sovereignty: Why Boris Johnson must renounce after all 

(Dr Klemens Joos, EU-Expert and LMU-Lecturer) 

 

FIRST PUBLISHED ONLINE IN “FOCUS ONLINE” (29.12.2020) 

The great promise of the British pro-Brexit movement and Prime Minister Boris Johnson has 

always been the recapture of full national sovereignty and the end of paternalism by Brussels. 

Still, close ties between the EU and the United Kingdom remain despite Brexit. 

British sovereignty is only possible without Brussels; this was the Brexiteers' credo. That is why it was so 

important to Boris Johnson that the vaccinations against Corona could be started earlier in the United 

Kingdom than in the EU - according to the motto: It's better without Brussels! 

That is why the Prime Minister's most important phrase after the tentative conclusion of the principle 

agreement on Christmas Eve was: "We have regained control of our destiny." As a brilliant rhetorician, 

Johnson probably chose the term "destiny" quite deliberately, since it is vague enough to escape scrutiny. 

In fact, the concrete details will often continue to be a matter of shared control between Brussels and 

London: 

 EU fishermen will be subject to lower fishing quotas in UK waters over the next 5.5 years, 

nevertheless there will still be quotas. After that, annual negotiations will be required. 

 In order to have free access to the EU single market, the British must continue to comply with 

existing labour, social and environmental standards. London also accepts the ban on unfair 

competition through excessive subsidies. The EU can even impose punitive tariffs against this in 

the future. 

 UK exports to the EU must comply with EU food safety rules and product standards. 

 Hardly any provisions have been agreed upon regarding services, which account for 80 percent 

of the British economy. This also applies to financial services and data transfers. This means that 

with regard to these important issues, in fact a hard Brexit has taken place.  

Kingdom and EU already too closely intertwined 

The list makes no claim to be exhaustive, but it makes one point very clear: A partial Brexit also only 

means partial sovereignty. Or to put it another way: Full sovereignty would only have been achievable for 

the United Kingdom in the event of a hard Brexit without a treaty, as I have explained here several times 

in the past. In turn, free access to the EU's single market is only possible if the UK agrees to abide by 

important EU rules in the future. 

The interdependencies among the EU Member States have reached a level of density that makes an 

orderly exit for a country de facto impossible. The not exactly short list of Brexit details still to be settled 

between London and Brussels speaks for itself. Moreover, that also applies to the Brexit chaos expected 

in the coming weeks and months when the Christmas Eve agreement is implemented - after four years of 

negotiations. 

Balance between sovereignty and interdependence 

For a long time, it seemed as if Boris Johnson would have preferred a No Deal, hard Brexit - precisely 

because it promised a maximum level of nation-state control. However, in the face of the Corona crisis - 

with the healthcare system being at its limits, with travel to the EU being disrupted because of a virus 

mutant, and with thousands of trucks stranded at the ferry ports - the Prime Minister turned to the path of 

compromise at the last second. 

The negotiations in the coming weeks and months will show how much of Brexit the British will be able to 

achieve in important areas and how much they will have to put up with in the future. For each detail, the 

issue will be balancing national sovereignty and cooperative interdependence with the EU. On the future 

balance of power between the UK and the EU, Commission President Ursula von der Leyen took the 

precaution of saying, "We are one of the giants (in the world)." 
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